
PROGRAM 

Double European Archery Championships Historical & 3D "August 2023" 

 

4 August (Vineri)2023 

 

10:00-17:00  Registration Historical & 3D 

11:00-17:00  Practice range historical opening hours 

17:30 – Orientations, Briefing 

18:00- Parade, Opening historical ceremony 

 

5 August (SAMBATA) – Qualifications ranges 

Double Qualifications day 

 

6:30-7:30 Practice range historical opening hours 

7:30  Orientations 

8:00-12:00 1st Qualifications round (18targets) 

14:00-18:00 2nd Qualifications round (18targets) 

 

6 August (Duminica)- Qualifications ranges 

Simple Qualifications day 

 

7:00-8:00 Practice range historical opening hours 

8:00  Orientations 

8:30-13:00 3. Qualifications round (18targets) 

 

16:00-18.00 program vizitare muzeu (intrare gratuita pt arcasi) 

 

7 August (Luni) 

 

Historical Euro Championships Semi Final  

8:00-9:30 Practice range historical opening hours 

9:30  Orientations  

10:00-14:00 HEC Semi Final (18targets) 

16:00 - The Champion of Alba-Iulia Castle – Bastion shot from the 14meter high castle walls 

 

20:00 - ……………...– community program 

 

8 August (Marti) Parcul Cetatii 

Historical Euro Championships final day in the Castle garden 

 
8:00-12:00 Practice range historical opening hours 

9:00 Starting the Finals  

14:30 National Team Duel 
19:00 Awarding ceremony  

20:30 Closing Historical Euro Championships Banquet (Restaurant Medieval) 

 



8 August (Marti) Padurea…… 

3D Euro Championships        Day 0 

 

9:00-16:00  Registration  3D 

10:00-16:00  Practice range 3D opening hours 

17:00 – Orientations, Briefing 

17:30- Parade, Opening historical ceremony 

 

9 August (Miercuri) Padurea………… 

Day 1 

 
08.00-12.00    Practice field open 

09.00-19.00    1st  competition day - 28 3D targets flying start 

 

10 August (Joi) Padurea………… 

Day 2 

 
08.00-12.00    Practice field open 

09.00-19.00    2nd competition day - 28 3D targets flying start  

 
11 August (Vineri) Padurea………… 

Day 3 

 
08.00-12.00    Practice field open 

09.00-19.00    3rd competition day - 28 3D targets flying start 

 
12 August (Sambata) Padurea………… 

Day 4 

 
08.00-12.00    Team qualifications - 14 3D targets 

14.00    Team finals - 6 3D targets Parcul Cetatii 

15.30    Money shoot  Parcul Cetatii 

18.00    Team and Individual* Awarding  Parcul Cetatii 

  * for categories where there are less than 6 ranked 

 

13 August (Duminica) Parcul Cetatii 

Day 5 

 

08.00-15.00    Individual finals - 6 3D targets 

17.00    Awarding Ceremony    

20:30 Closing 3D Euro Championships Banquet (Restaurant Medieval) 

Fireworks 
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HDH-IAA World, Continental Championships and GP Checklist and timetable 

 

 

 

MEMBER Association/club (Host):  

1. ASOCIAȚIA PHOENIX ARCHERY SPORT CLUB, head courter: Chișineu-Criș, str. Stejarului 
nr. 11, jud. Arad, fiscal code: 37805603; 

2. ASOCIAŢIA CLUBUL SPORTIV ARCAȘII ȚĂRII BÂRSEI, head courter: Râșnov, str. Ioan 
Slavici nr. 14 bl. 9 ap. 7, județul Brașov, fiscal code: 46369139; 

3. ASOCIAȚIA ARANYOSSZÉKI ÉS ALSÓ-FEHÉR VÁRMEGYEI HUSZÁR ÉS HONFOGLALÓ 
HAGYOMÁNYŐRZŐ EGYESÜLET, head courter: Aiud 510200, str. Morii nr. 24, jud. Alba, 
fiscal code: 40283267; 

4. Asociația Club Sportiv Rangers Of The North, head courter: sat Șieu-Odorhei, Com. Șieu-
Odorhei nr. 132A, jud. Bistrița, fiscal code: 45363510; 

5. CLUBUL SPORTIV MUNICIPAL “UNIREA” ALBA IULIA, head courter: Alba Iulia, Str. 
Septimius Severus nr. 38 A, jud. Alba, fiscal code: 35378115 

 

Event responsible club/s if not the MEMBER above:  

1. ASOCIAȚIA PHOENIX ARCHERY SPORT CLUB, head courter: Chișineu-Criș, str. Stejarului 
nr. 11, jud. Arad, fiscal code: 37805603; 

2. ASOCIAŢIA CLUBUL SPORTIV ARCAȘII ȚĂRII BÂRSEI, head courter: Râșnov, str. Ioan 
Slavici nr. 14 bl. 9 ap. 7, județul Brașov, fiscal code: 46369139; 

3. ASOCIAȚIA ARANYOSSZÉKI ÉS ALSÓ-FEHÉR VÁRMEGYEI HUSZÁR ÉS HONFOGLALÓ 
HAGYOMÁNYŐRZŐ EGYESÜLET, head courter: Aiud 510200, str. Morii nr. 24, jud. Alba, 
fiscal code: 40283267; 

4. Asociația Club Sportiv Rangers Of The North, head courter: sat Șieu-Odorhei, Com. Șieu-
Odorhei nr. 132A, jud. Bistrița, fiscal code: 45363510; 

 

EVENT: European Historical Archery Championship 2023 / European 3D Archery 

Championship 2023 

 

 

PLACE of event: Alba Iulia, Romania  

 

DATE of event: 18-27.08.2023  

 

This document is to be filled out and checked continuously 24 months from the event going 

forward. 

 

Local characteristics 

 
The Host has to assist the participating archers in acquiring visa when needed. 
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1.1      What is the closest airport regional/ international airport (please indicate): Sibiu (70 
km), Cluj Napoca (106 km) 
 

Distance from accommodation: Sibiu (70 km), Cluj Napoca (106 km) km. Distance from 
competition centre: Sibiu (70 km), Cluj Napoca (106 km) km 
 

1.2       Distance to competition centre from main accommodation/s: 2  km 
 

1.3       Where is the nearest railway station? Alba Iulia 
      Distance from accommodation: 3 km. Distance from competition centre: 3 km 

 
1.4 What is the condition during the time of the championships?  

Average Temperature: 24°C 
Average Windspeed: 3-4  m/s      
Average rainfall: 60 mm 
Average (altitude): 230 m 

 
1.5     Currency to be used for the payments of the entry fees and the accommodation: EUR 
           shall be Euro.  
 
1.6      How many archery-clubs are there in the city and within a radius of 50 km around the  
            city? 3 
 

Total number of members of these clubs: 45 
 

 
1.7     Are there any restrictions on the importation of bows and other sports equipment into                   

     the country?         Y / N 
 
           Please supply a guarantee from your country in case such restriction exists, that all 
           participants can enter the country with their equipment without any delays and  

problems. If only some type of bows are effected by restrictions please indicate. (Ex. 
crossbow) 

Regarding the crossbow, the national legislation stipulates the obligation of the declaration. 
No approval from the authorities is needed for this type of bow either. We will return with 
details in due time. 

 
 

1.8     Expected nr. of participants from own country: 60 
 
 
Event security 
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2.1 Please specify the involvement of the local authorities in the organization. 
 
Ministry of sports, local authorities, city, police: Alba Iulia Municipality, 
 
2.2 Land and forest owners, forest and nature reservation authorities: Alba Iulia Municipality 
 
 
 
 
2.3 Please provide a list of necessary approvals/permits and status of them:  
We will conclude a partnership contract with the Alba Iulia Municipality. The contract will 
detail the list of approvals necessary for the organization of the event. We have the agreement 
in principle of the municipality on the budget elements. 
 

Medical facilities, services 

 
3.1       Does your country have limit/requirements for events regarding medical services. (ex. 
ambulance on place when competitors exceed 300 Yes 

 
3.2 Where is the closest hospital? Alba Iulia 

Distance from accommodation: 3 km. Distance from competition field: 3km. 
 
3.3 Do you have a first aid post on the different ranges, fields? Y / N 
 
3.4 Is Ambulance provided. During qualification days Y / N. During finals Y / N 
 
3.5 Number to be dialled in case of medical emergency: 112 
 
 Please indicate this number at event centre and on participation cards. Acquainted. 
 
 
 

 

General Organisation 

 
4.1 How many people do you have in the Organising Committee totally?  
NR of total workers: 25 
Please specify below: 
 

Organizing committee 

(OC) 

Nr. of 

people 
Name/names Mobile phone E-mail address 

Head of OC  1 Ladanyi Arpad Csaba   +40726734994  ladanyiarpadcsaba@gmail.com
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General manager (English 
speaking) 

 1 Kis Nagy Zoltan  
+40771422817  zoltan_kisnagy@yahoo.com

General coordinator 

(English speaking) 
 1 Kis Nagy Zoltan  

+40771422817  zoltan_kisnagy@yahoo.com

Transport responsible  1 
 Florea Mihai 
Septimiu  +400721241853 mihai.florea@orkas.ro 

Transport coordinators 
(Basic English) 

 1 
 Florea Mihai 
Septimiu 

 +400721241853 mihai.florea@orkas.ro 

Accommodation + Food    Dragomir Raluca  +40743498874   

Protocol: Head of OC and 
TD 

IAA+OC Ladanyi Arpad Csaba  
 +40726734994  ladanyiarpadcsaba@gmail.com

Security on the field 
(Judges and TD) (min3) 

TD and 
Judges 

 Avram Ciprian 
Farkas Attila 
Csongvai Artur 

+40742166682 
+40745163291 
+40744188521 

 arcasiitariibarsei@gmail.com
farkas8attilagiula@gmail.com
artur.artur13@yahoo.com

Webpage/webmaster IAA György Gondan   info@hdhiaa.net  

Results (min2)  2 
Szilagyi Andrea 
Szilagyi Adrienn 
Ferenci Hajnal 

+40751656377 
+40 
+40760896950   

Courses responsible 
(min1) 

  
Kis Nagy Zoltan 
Avram Ciprian 

+40771422817 
+40742166682 

 zoltan_kisnagy@yahoo.com
arcasiitariibarsei@gmail.com

Course Building  
(min 3/course) 

  

 Dosa Ionu 
Farkas Hunor 
Solymosi Junor 
Turi Attila 
Voinea Raul 
Manser Bradley 

  +40729666996 
+40747215142 
+40749671103 
+40741686677 
    

Course maintenance 
(min1/course)  

  

 Dosa Ionu 
Farkas Hunor 
Solymosi Junor 
Turi Attila 

  +40729666996 
+40747215142 
+40749671103 
+40741686677   

Accreditation Basic 
English (used for other 
tasks later on) 

   Dragomir Raluca 
 +40743498874   

Communication 

responsible 
  

 Basa Emese     

Administration/treasurer 
before and during event   

Ladanyi Laura  
 +40726734998  laura@ladanyi.ro1 

Finances/budget 
responsible  1 

Ladanyi Laura  
 +40726734998  laura@ladanyi.ro1 

4.2    The results must be done according the rules, every competition day ASP and sent to 
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webmaster for publication max 2 hours from last group arrives. If possible live publication 
(continuous results when received scorecards on the Website provided by IAA.  
 
4.2.1 Results for finals. Results system and education provided by IAA. Electrical(video) 
scoreboard on place provided by organizer. Acquainted 
          
4.3  For each of the fields you intend to use, please specify all the details: 

 
Historical (qualification) 

Continental and World championships qualification days (3 days): 
 
- Classic faces (18-21 targets) 
Nr. and size of targets: 18 targets  
Name of targets(producer):  
 
- 3D animal targets (18-21 targets) 
Nr. and size of targets (small, med, large): 18 targets 
Name of targets(producer): Eleven 
 
- Skilled targets (18-21 targets): 18 targets 
Nr. and description of targets:  
 
 
 
(3-3-3, total 9 targets are compulsory. The remaining targets will be freely defined by 
the organizing committee based on the target categories, taking the target 
recommendations into account. 
In case of participants number is over 441targets/courses must be doubled. 
 
GP: qualification day 21 targets (7-7-7) 
In case of participants number is over 147 targets/courses must be doubled 
 
Calculated Nr of courses: 4 
 
Historical (semi finals) 

Continental and World championships:18 targets are used 
in the semi-final (6-6-6 targets chosen from each three qualification 
days). 
In case of more than 126 qualified competitors targets/courses must be doubled 
 
GP: 12 targets (4-4-4 targets chosen from the qualification round) 
In case of more than 84 qualified competitors targets/courses must be doubled 
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Historical (finals) GP, continental and world 
Finals set up contains of 6 targets, (3 target categories): 2 target 
(classic) faces, 2 hunter targets, 2, technical targets 
 

Seating possibilities for NR. of persons finals area: 
 

Practice field/s: 

size: 500 square m/ fields 
Nr of fields: 2 
Type of targets: classic faces, 3D, technical targets 
Nr. of targets: 6 classic faces, 6 3D, 2 technical targets/ fields 
 

3D (qualification) 

Continental and World championships: minimum 3 courses with 28 targets (shooting 
positions) are used depending on participation. (small targets doubled to avoid pass 
through and damage) 
In case of participants number is over 420 courses must be increased accordingly or 
flying start (start according to schedule from target 1) is to be used. 

 
GP: 2x20 targets (shooting positions) are used depending on participation. If organizer 
uses only one course with 20 targets two times, for first qualification day, changes must 
be made on the distances between rounds. 

 
Calculated Nr of courses: 3 
Type of start: Normal/Flying 
 
Team qualification (only W and Cont. champs) 14 targets/course depending on participation 
(2 courses recommended or acc to rules) 
 
Finals for all international events both individual and teams: 6 targets+1 for shoot off. 
 
Seating possibilities for NR. of persons finals area: 
 

Practice field/s: 

size: 500 square m 
Nr of fields: 1 
Type of targets: 3D 
Nr. of targets: 6 face target, 12 3D target 

 

Hunting  
Continental and World championships: minimum 1x20 targets (shooting positions) are 
used depending on participation.  
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GP: 1x20 targets (shooting positions) are used depending on participation. If organizer 
uses only one course with 20 targets two times, for first qualification day, changes must 
be made on the distances between rounds. 

 
Calculated Nr of courses: 
Type of start: Normal/Flying 
 
Team qualification (only W and Cont. champs) 14 targets/course depending on participation 
(2 courses recommended or acc to rules) 
 

 
 

4.4   Please attach a map in terms of the location of the different fields and the distance    
between them. See annex 1 and 2.  
 

4.5   What are the parking facilities at the main competition centre (Nr of cars): over 100 cars 
 

What are the parking facilities at the courses if shooters not transported (Nr of cars): 
course 1:over 100 
course 2: over 100 
course 4: over 100 
course 5: 
Finals: over 100  

 
4.5.1 What facilities is used for registration and technical control and gathering in case of 

bad whether and how large: 
 
Tent: 28 square m 
 
Hall 
 
Rooms 
 

 
 

4.6 What facilities do you foresee for the VIP's in terms of seating and welcome? Free 
accommodation at a 4* hotel, free transfer from the airport of Sibiu and Cluj Napoca 
  
4.7 A high quality Internet connection needs to be provided on the competition centre and 

final area for the org team, IAA admin and scoring. ? Provided. 
             
4.8       Please state which internet connection is being used in your country 
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4.9 Will you have photocopy facilities?                                                                 Y / N  
            Please note at least one photocopier must be available 

 
4.10 Is there a separate room with internet (for judges, TD, media and jury ?        Y / N           
  
4.11 Which field equipment will you have during the tournament: 

- Large info and scoreboards 
- Videoboard for finals 
- Individual timing equipment  
- Other: Please specify  

 
4.12  Will you have a technical assistance shop (service repair booth) available on the field? 
           Y / N 
4.13 How many toilets will be available on the fields? 10 
4.14     Will you have spare equipment storage room    Y / N   
4.14 Will you have exhibitors, shops at place?     Y / N  
 
 
Transport 

5.1 If needed what kind of transportation will you provide ( please indicate with the following 
codes) 

A= Available          P= paid            F= Free (only for VIP)                                 U= Unavailable 
AP = The transport is available but has to be paid by the user 
AF = The transport is available and free of charge 

 Delegations Judges 
and TD 

IAA 
Officials 

VIP’s Volunteers Press 

Airport  
Hotel 

 AF AF AF - - 

Hotel  
Field 

      

       

Hotel  
Airport 

A AF AF AF - - 

 
 
5.2 What levels of transport do you foresee and for whom? 

- appointed drivers with cars for: 
- mini-busses for : 24 persons 
- busses ( please describe the kind of busses)  
- other 

 
5.3 For the archers is the schedule for the transport fixed or flexible?  Flexible        

 Y/N 
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5.4 What are the provisions for the transport on the practice days and starting from which 

day? Transport is not necessary.  
 
5.5 What are the foreseen provisions for the transport during competition days?  Transport 

is not necessary 
 
Lodging and meals 

 
6.1 Which kind of lodging will you provide? 

- Hotels for VIP 
- Dormitories (Colleges) 
- Others: please specify  

 
For dormitories (Colleges) 

Is there a fixed division between men and women? 
How many rooms per shower? 
How many rooms per toilet? 
How many beds per room? 
Please describe in detail the room composition and any extra facilities. 

 
 
For Hotels 

Is there a shower or bath in the room? Yes 
How many beds per room? 1 or 2 
Which laundry facilities will be available No. 
Describe phone and internet facilities WiFi 
What is the distance from the centre of the city? 0 km 
What recreational facilities are available on site? Visit the cathedral, both orthodox and 
catholic, history museum and union hall, plus all other places around, the gates.  

 
A single room accommodation is necessary for judges, TD and officials 
 
If you use more than one hotel and other accommodation please attach a map 
indicating the location of the different facilities and distances between the various 
facilities and the competition fields. See Annex 2. 

 
 
6.2 For each of the accommodations please attach a list of the prices for the period of the 

tournament (included/ excluded dinner). Breakfast should be included. The prices 
should be stated in Euro. 

 
6.3 What is the period this accommodation will be available? From 17 of august 2023. 
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6.4 Do the same prices apply for any additional days? Yes. 
 
6.5 At lunch do you foresee lunch boxes on the field during the competition days ?  Y/N 
 
6.5 Is water to be suppled free of charge on the fields.  Y/N 
6.6  Please indicate how you deal with the water supply. 
  

 

 

Media 

 
7.1 What is the relation with your national press and TV? Wee will have correspondence 
from national TV. Also the local mass media well be at the event. 
7.2  Do you count with media presence if yes which kind? Th e press will be on this event 
from national and local level (TV an online media) 
Financing 
 
8.1 What is your total estimated budget? 65.000 EUR 

 
 Please specify this budget in detail. 

 
 
 
8.2 Which income do you expect from the following sources? 

- Entry Fees      32.000 
- National Federation    0 
- Regional Federation    0 
- Local Club     6.000 
- National Government     0 
- Regional Authorities     0 
- Local Authorities     27.000 
- Sponsors (only if contract in place)  0 
- Transports (people, equipment)   0 
- Other: please specify (hotels, food, other sales, etc.): 0 

 
 
 
 

8.3      What would be the proposed entry fee in Euro:  
 
Individual:140 EUR Historical, 170 EUR 3D 
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Teams: - 
 
 

8.4  Est. costs expected: 
 - Rent of courses       0 
 - Rent of facilities, tent, vehicles etc.     1000 
 - Permits        0 
 - Targets        30000 

- Workforce        0 
- Judges         
- Accommodation of workers    2000 
- Accommodation of judges and VIP    5000 
- Opening ceremony       0 
- Videoboard        3000 
- Stage and speakers       0 
- Transportation       1500 
  

8.5       The cost of the banquet, resp. farewell party:    5000 
            

 Please state approx cost:       65.000 EUR 
 
 
 
 
 
Stamp of the Member     Signature: 
 
         of the Member President 
       
 
 
          
Timetable 

 

24 months from event: 

 

1. Filling and fallowing the “checklist and time table” (above) document. 
2. Offers from accommodations, land owners, local authorities, local facilities etc. 
3. Fixing the suitable time of event 
4. Bidding.  
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If BOD decision positive: 
 
5. Contract/written agreement with all stakeholders 
6. Send all available info for webpage ASP to IAA 

 
12 months from event 

 
7. Pay deposit fee 
8. Liability Insurance policy if needed and possible 
9. Assurance on authorities and landowner’s permission  
10. Updating ad fallowing the “checklist and time table” document. 
11. Detailed budget for the event 

 
6 months from event 

 

12. Ordering of equipment, targets, transports etc. 
13. Detailed program, 
14. Execution plan in detail 
15. Agreement reminder with all work parties and other parties 
16. Detailed plan for courses made on place (picture, drawing) 
17. Detailed plan for Transportation and Accommodation 
18. Ordering of medals (send picture on medals to IAA latest 3 months before event) 

6-4 days from event from event 

 

19. Receiving all equipment and material 
20. Building all courses  

 
2-3 days from event from event 

 

21. Courses ready  
22. Competition centre ready 
23. Reception of judges, officials, registration of archers starts 
24. Accommodations 
25. Practice range opens 
26. Protocol of Opening  
27. Annual meeting (if any) (17-21) 

 
 

1 day 

 

28. Practice 
29. Registration 
30. Team capt. Meeting 
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31. Finalizing the protocol 
32. Opening ceremony 
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